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Curriculum Vitae

  

Education

1951 - 1964 schools in Graz, Angola, Portugal, Rep. of South Africa

           1965 travels in Europe

1966 - 1975 studies (with interruptions) in Graz and Vienna (political science, journalism, 
advertising, African studies, education)

Employment

1971 - 1972 acquisition, concept, text at TWS (commercial advertising agency), Vienna

1975 - 1980 teacher in adult education, trainer (rhetorics, communicative and social skills,PR)

1980 - 1988 high -school teacher (art) at BGG 22, Vienna

1986 - 1988 director of studies at the “Medienzentrum der Stadt Wien” (open media projects)

1988 - 1990 editor of “Friedens-Forum”, periodical of the Österreichische Friedensforschungs-
institut, Stadt Schlaining

1990 - 1993 independent trainer and consultant

1993 - 2000 founder and Managing Director of TRAIN TRUST Personal - &               
Organisationsentwicklung (staff training and organisational development)

1998 - 2000 cooperation with ‘TALK Partners Language Training’ and the ‘Open University, Vienna

2001 - 2003 formal association of ‘TRAIN TRUST’ with ‘TALK Partners’ and the ‘Open                    
University’ under the umbrella organisation Management & Education Services 
(MES).



2001   foundation of TRAIN TRUST Management & Organisation Development GmbH, 
General Manager of TRAIN TRUST, management consultant, trainer, coach, media 
advisor, intercultural consultant.

Associations

1991   member of the board of ASG (trainer`s association), 

2002   member of  “ The Business Club” and the “Management  Club”, Vienna

Qualifications

1996  postgraduate management course at the Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien

2002-2003  Additional qualification as Intercultural trainer and consultant at the DAGG in Germany  
and the WIFI Wien

Skills and experience

Advanced hobby cook and hobby painter; passionate traveller with an unquenchable interest in local 
history, ethnology, anthropology, politics, economy and culture, practical personal experience as 
a trainer,  teacher, journalist, PR-person, commercial advertiser; encounter with a wide range of 
people in profit and non-profit organisations; intercultural experience through youth spent abroad, 
training activity in various eastern European countries as well as aid and fact finding missions in 
Portugal and Mozambique for an Austrian development aid organisation; experienced job hopper 
and as such equipped with emotional intelligence and a holistic approach.

Languages

German, English, Afrikaans, Portuguese, Spanish

Coaching - Training - Consulting
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